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（8）Rumanian   
O．Introd11Ction  
The present workis the eighthinsta】lmentof my typologicalstudy of  
WOrdorder，followingTsunoda（1988，1989，1990a，1990b，1990c，1990d，  
1991），（Tsunoda1988dealswithJapanese．） Startingwith Tsunoda  
（1991），this serieshasashorter title，and dealswithlanguages outside  
the Pacific region as well．   
Iammost gratefulto Graham Mallinsonfor providing questiorl・  
naire dataand for additionalinformation；and to AndreiAvram for  
his且SSistancein the class mentionedin2below and for reading and  
commenting on the final〔王raft of the paper．  
1．Name oflangnage  
English mame：Rumanian・Indigenous name：Limba rα研L2n義 一1an－  
guage Rumanian’．  
2．SoⅥrCt！Ofinformation  
（i）Questionnaire data provided by Graham Mallinson，Supplemented  
by Mallinson（1986，1987）．（ii）Information elicited from AndreiA，  
Avram，in the class A410301‘Kijutsu gengogaku’（1iterally，‘descrip－  
tivelinguistics’）during the1990 academic year at the University of  
Tsukuba．Mr．Avramis a trainedlinguist aswellas a native speaker  
of Rumanian，bornand brought upin Bucharest．In the following，  
the examples taken from Mallinson’s questionnaire data wi11beindi・  
cated by’M，Q’，and the examples supplied by Avramwi11be marked   
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with‘AA’．  
3．Genetic affiliation  
TheItalic branch of theIndo－Europeanlangtlage family・   
4．Geograpllicaldistriblltion  
Mainly spokeninRumania・Fordetails，See Mallinson（1986，Intro－  
duction）．   
5．Morphologicaland other relevant facts  
Rumanian has two types of pronouns：independent／free pronounsand  
cliticproTlOunStItmaybesaidthatRumanianhasthefollowingfive  
cases：the nominative（for St aTld Si），the accusative（for DO），the  
dative（forIO），the genitive，and the vocative・ However，thisisan  
oversimplification・ For example，the r）Ominativive・VS■・aCCuSative  
distinction has beenlostin the main andis retained onlyin clitic  
pronouns andcertain offree pronouns・Nouns，adjectives，etC・aS  
we11as most of the free pronounshave just one case forrn forallof  
the St，Si，and DO・This case formwi11beleft urlglo＄Sedin the  
examplesbelow・Simi1arly，thegenitive－VS・－dativedistinctionisretar  
ined onlyin alimited way・Nonetheless，With nouns and freepron・  
ouns the prepOSitlon♪e（which also mearlS‘on’，e・g・（c），（d）of7）can  
mark the DO and maybe consideredtheaccusative case marker．The  
conditions under which the accusative♪eis used are rather compli－  
cated． For example，itis usedwith‘NPs high on the animacy hie－  
rarchy，mair・lypersonalpronounsandpersonalnames，butalsodefinite  
human．reference NPs’（Mallinson1986：193）．If the DO（either a  
noun or a free pronoun）is crossreferenced by a clitic pror）Oun，then  
itwi11be preceded by Pe・And so on・For details，See Mallinson  
（1986：899O）・There are two numbers（i・e・Singular and plural）and  
three ger）ders（masculine，feminine，neuter）・Thereisarlindefinite  
article，aSin many otherlanguages，e．g．a／an of English and un／une  
of French，Whereas definitenessis expressedlargely by a suffix．（For   
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details，See Mallinson1986：206，24752．）Thus：  
（a）un  om  
INDEF，M，SG man，INDEF，M，SG ‘a man’  
（b）om－ul  
man－DEF，M，SG  ‘the man’  
（The use of the defir）ite andindefinite forms of Rumanjan does not  
always exactlycorrespondtothat ofthedefiniteaTldif）definite articles  
of English．）  
Abbreviationsemployedinclude the following：LACC，aCCuSative；  
ADV，adverb（oradverbphrase）；DAT，dative；DEF，definite；DEM，  
demonstrative；DO，direct object；F，feminine；FUT，future；GEN，  
genitive；INDEF，indefinite；INDIC，indicative；INF，infinivive；IO，  
indirect object；M，ma＄Culine；N，neuter；NEG，negation；0，（direct）  
object；PL，plural；PRES，preSent；PTCPL，participle；Q，qUeStion；  
QD，queStionIlaire data；REFL，reflexive；REL，relative pronoun；S，  
Subjeet；SG，Singular；Si，intransitive subject；St，tranSitive subject；  
SUBJUN，Subjunctive；V，Verb；1，first person；2，SeCOnd persorl；3，  
third person．   
6．Suもject，Ol）jeet and vert）  
Mallinson（1987：315）notesasfollows＝‘The basic orderis＝Subject・  
verb－Object（SVO），though variations occur under a variety of circum－  
stances’． see also Mallinson（1986：91，188）・  
Regardingthesixdiffererlt OrdersoftheS，Oand V，Avramstates  
as fo1lows．   
［1］SVO．Thisis the usualorder．E．g．：  
（a）Ionl－a  lovit  pe Radu．  
Ion3SG，M，ACC－have，3SG hit，PAST PTCPL ACC Radu  
‘Ion hit Radu．’（AA）  （SVO）  
（Strictly speakirlg，this sentence contains an auxiliaryverb and a main  
verb． However，Ishallsimply present them as‘Ⅴ’． For auxiliary  
verbs，See15．）   
［2］SOV．An SOV sentence byitself does not sound naturalL   
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（b）？IoTlpe Radul・a  Iovlt・  
ACC  3SG，M，ACC・have，3SG hit－PAST PTCPL  
（AA）（SOV）  
But the ex．（b）is marginallyacceptablewith thereading‘As forIon，  
it was Radu that he hit’，   
An SOV sentencel〕eCOmeSaCCeptablewhentheobjectiscontrasted  
with another object．E．g．：  
（c）Ion pe Radul・alovit，nu pe Maria・  
not ACC Maria  （SOV，0）  
‘Ion hit Radu，and not Maria／（AA）   
［3］OSV．An OSV sentence generally doesnot sound natural，  
butitis acceptable when the objectis the topic・E・g・：  
（d）Pe RaduIonl－a  lovit・  
ACC RaduIon3SG，M，ACC・have，3SG hit，PAST PTCPL  
‘Asfor Radu，Ion hit him．’（AA）  （OSV）   
［4］VSO．A VSO sentenceisless acceptable than SOV and  
OSV sentences．E．g．：  
（e）？？La  lovit  Ion pe Radu・  
3SG，M，ACC－have，3SG hit，PAST PTCPLIon ACC Radu  
Intended meaning：‘Ion hit Radu．’  （VSO）  
However，it becomes somewhat more acceptable whenit contintleS aS  
in the following example：  
（f）？L－alovitIon pe Radu，dar亭i Radu pe Ion・  
but also  ACC  （VSO，SO）  
‘Ion hit Radu，but Radu hitIon back．’（AA）   
［5］VOS， A VOS sentence sounds unnaturaI，but may be used  
in a context where what Ion did is the topic. 
（g）？L－alovit pe RaduIon．  
Tentative translation：‘WhatIon did was to hit Radu．’   
［6］0VS．An OVS sentence sounds unnatural・E・gL：  
（h）？Pe Radul－a  lovit  Ion．  
ACC Radu3SG，M，ACC－have，3SG hit，PAST PTCPLIon  
Intended meaning：‘Ion hit Radu．’（AA）  （ 
（VOS）  
0VS）   
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However，it becomes acceptable whenit shows contrast with the sen・  
tenceLhat fo1lows，aSin：  
（i）Pe Radul－alovitIon，！i pe Maria a  
but ACC Maria have，3SG  
lovit．o  Petre．  
hit・3SG，F，ACC Petre  （0VS，0VS）  
‘Ion hit Radu，but Petre hit Maria．’（AA）  
Mallinson（1986：91－92）seems to suggest that，When the sentence  
contains both DO andIO，the usualorderis‘s V DOIO’，with the  
DO preceding theIO．However，Avram states thatitis difficult to  
decide which orderisthe morenatural，the DO preceding or theIO  
preceding．ExamplesinvoIvingboth DO andIOinclude（j）of22，  
aTld：  
（j）Ioni，a  dat  un  
Ion3SG，DAT】have，3SG give，PAST PTCPLINDEF，F，SG  
buchet  Mariei  pentrumine・  
bouquet，INDEF，N，SG Maria，GEN／DAT for lSG，ACC  
（S V DOIO）  
‘Ion gave Marya bouquet for me．’（Mallinscm1986＝81）   
Examples ofintransitive sentencesinclude thefollowing：  
SV order：（b）of12；（d）of16；（a）of18；（n）of20；（a）of22；（a），  
（b）of23；（a）to（c）of24．  
VS order：（a）of19．  
7．Adposition  
Rumanian possessesprepositions，butlackspostpositions・Examples＝  
（a）in cas温  
in house，1NDEF，F，SG ‘in the hollSe’（M，Q；AA）  
（b）intr－O  CaS丘  
in－INDEF，F，SGhouse，F，SG，INDEF ‘in a house’（AA）  
（c）pe cas互  
on house，INDEF，F，SG ‘on the house’（AA）   
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（d）pe o  cas註  
OnINDEF，F，SG house，INDEF，F，SG ‘on a house’（AA）  
（e）stlb cas孟  
under hollSe，INDEF，F，SG ‘under the house’（AA）  
（f）stlb o  cas孟  
underINDEF，F，SG house，INDEF，F，SG  
‘under a house’（AA）  
Most prepositions governthe accusative case，but a few govern  
the genitive，and a few others the dative（Avram）． The example  
iTIVOIving the accusativeis‘for me’in（j）of6．（Recallthat nouns  
havelost the nominative・VS．・aCCuSative distinction and the genitive・VS，－  
dative distinction．）  
Asnotedin5，nOunS eXhibit a definite－VS，－indefinite distinction，  
e・g・CaSa Lhouse，INDEF，F，SG’and casa‘house，DEF，F，SG’．However，  
the definitesuffixdisappearswhen8しnOUnisgovernedbyanaccusative－  
governing preposition and not otherwise modified．（There are two  
prepositions whichignore this rule．）（Avram；Cf．also Ma11inson  
1986：103，248）．Thatis，in effect，tlnder this condition（lefinite nouns  
are superficia11videnticaltoindefinite nouns，aS demorlStrated by the  
examples above．Thatis，What are termedindefinite formsarereally  
Unmarked as to thedefiniteness－VS．－ir）defirliteness opposition．   
In Rumanian，‘prepositions cannot be stranded’（Ma11inson1986：  
102）・See（c）to（e）of12；and（n）to（q）of20，   
8．Genitive and noum  
The genitive follows the nounit qualifies（Mallinson，QD）．See also  
Mallinson（1986＝111・12）L Examplesinvolving pronouns＝  
（a）casa  ei  
house，DEF，F，SG3SG，F，GEN／DAT ‘her house’（AA）  
（b）casa  lui  
house，DEF，F，SG3SG，M，GEN／DAT ‘his house’（AA）  
Examples ofnouns． We sha】1firstlook at common nouns，and  
then proper nouTIST Examplesinvolving the coInmOn nOunS   
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man’，andノg椚gオg‘woman’．  
（c）casa  b邑rbaトul－ui  
house，DEF，F，SG man・DEF，M－SG，GEN／DAT  
‘the man’shouse’（AA）  
（Cf．b亘rbat－ul  un  b孟rl⊃at  
man・DEF，M，SG  INDEF，M，SG man，INDEF，M，SG  
‘the man  ‘a man’）  
（d）casa  femeii  
house，DEF，F，SG woman，DEF，F，SG，GEN／DAT  
‘the woman’s house’（AA）  
（Cf．femeia  o  femeie  
woman，DEF，F，SG  INDEF，F，SG woman，INDEF，F，SG  
‘the woman  ‘a woman’）  
Theexx．（c），（d）invoIvecommon nouns．Amonghuman andanimal  
proper nouns thereisa difference between masculine and feminine  
nourlS．Thus，eXamPlesinvoIving thefeminine Mariaand the mascu－  
1ine′0乃：  
（e）casa  Mariei  
house，DEF，F，SG Maria，SG，F，GEN／DAT  
‘Maria’s house’（M，Q；AA）  
（f）串casalui  Maria  
SG，GEN／DAT  （AA）  
（g）＊casa  Ion・ului  
house，DEF，F，SGIon－SG，M，GEN／DAT（AA）  
Intended meaning：‘Ion’s house’  
（h）ca組1ui  Ion  
SG，GEN／DAT  ‘Ion’s house’（M，Q；AA）  
Thatis，Whenthegenitivenounis properandmasculine，aGEN／DAT  
definite article must intervene between the possessed noun and the 
genitive noun，e．g．（h）．However，When the genitive nounis proper  
but feminine，nO definite article canintervene（exceptforthose proper  
and feminine nouns which have an unusualending）；Simply，the ge－1i－  
tive noun follows the possessed noun，e．g．（e）．（Avram）   
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9．Demonstrative and noun  
Some of the demonstratives can eitherprecedeorfollowthenoun they  
qualify．Among thern，aCeSta‘this’andacela‘that’agreewiththenoun  
in terms of definiteness／indefiniteness（asⅥrellgender and number）．  
Thatis，both noun and demonstrative take the definite suffix when  
the nouTlpreCedes，andneithertakesthesuffixwhenthedemonstrative  
precedes．（Avram；Cf．also Mallinson1986：104，107）．  
（a）aceast哀  cas孟  
this，INDEF，F，SG house，INDEF，F，SG  
‘this house’（M，Q；AA）  
（b）casa  aceasta  
hollSe，DEF，F，SG this，DEF，F，SG ‘as abo▲Ve’（M，Q；AA）  
The forms acestaand acelaareliterary forms．When colloquial  
forms，e．g．dsta‘this’and（望Ia‘that’，are uSed，Only the Noun＋Deq  
monstrative orderis allowed．E．g∴  
（c）casa  asta  
house，DEF，F，SG this，DEF，F，SG ‘as above’（AA）  
10．N11meraland nonn  
The numeralprecedes the noun（Mal】inson，QD）．（See also Mallinson  
1986：104，108．）E．g∴  
（a）trei b左rbat・i  
three man－INDEF，M，PL ‘three houses’（AA）  
（b）trei case  
three house，INDEF，F，PL ‘three houses’（AA）  
11．Adjective and nOun  
Mallinson（1986：105）notesasfollows：一‘Adjectivesarenormallyfound  
after the noullthey modify，but they can also occur before． The  
latter order represents a topicalized pattern． Both the following are  
possible，but the secondis more marked’． Both Mallinson（QD）and  
AvraInrlOte that，When the adjectiveprecedes，thisis for emphasis．   
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（a）o  poeta  talentata  
INDEF，F，SG poet，INDEF，F，SG gifted，INDEF，F，SG  
‘a gifted poet’（AA）  
‘a giftedpoet’（AA）  （b）o talentat孟poet瓦  
（c）o  cas邑  mare  
INDEF，F，SG house，INDEF，F，SG big，INDEF，F，SG  
‘aもig house’（M，Q）  
（d）o mare cas左  ‘a∂fg house’（M，Q）  
（The great majority of adjectives agreewith the head nounin terms  
ofnumber，genderandcase（Avram；Cf．alsoMallinson1986＝10506）・）  
Mallinson（1996：105）continues as fol】ows：‘On the other hand，  
there are some adjectives whose unmarked position is heiore the noun 
they modify’，e．g．（e），‘and some adjectives can only occur after the  
nouIl’，e・g．（f）：  
（e）o  biat邑  fat孟  
INDEF，F，SG poor，INDEF，F，SG girl，INDEF，F，SG  
a poor girユ’（Mal】inso111986：105）  
（f）un  animal  domestic  
INDEF，F，SG animal，INDEF，M，SG domestic，INDEF，M，SG  
‘a domestic animal’（Ma11inson1986：105）  
（As regards biata，Avramnotesthatitcan onlyoccurbeforethenoun，  
and cannot occur afterit，thatis，the prenominalpositionisits only  
possible position，rather than the unmarked position，）   
Mallinson（1986：105）adds as follows：∪‘Finally，the position of  
the adjective maydetermine notits topicalstatus t）utin factitsl）aSic  
sense’，E．g．：  
（g）o  carte  nou一孟  
INDEF，F，SG book，INDEF，F，SG new－INDEF，F，SG  
‘a new book’（in a new condition，Or neWly published）  
（MallinsoI11986：105）  
（h）onou・哀carte  
a new book’（another book，i，e．neW Only to the owner）  
（Mallinson1986：105）   
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Avram providesthreeadditionalpairs ofexamples，i・e・（i）to（n），but  
he notes that adjectives which can show a semanticdifference depend・  
ing orltheir position are few．  
（i）o  intret）are  Simpl益  
INDEF，F，SG question，INDEF，F，SG simple，INDEF，F，SG  
an easy question’（AA）  
（j）．o simpほintrebare ‘a mere question’（AA）  
（k）un  functionar  inalt  
INDEF，M，SG official，INDEF，M，SG tall，INDEF，M，SG  
‘a tallofficial’（AA）  
（1）uninalt functionar ‘a high official’（AA）  
（m）o  femeie  sarmana  
INDEF，F，SG woman，INDEF，F，SG poor，INDEF，F，SG  
‘a poverty－Stricken woman’（AA）  
（n）o s孟rman温femeie ‘an unfortunate woman’（AA）  
12．Relative elause and noum  
Mallinson（1986：56）notes that‘the head nDun preCedes the relative  
clause，It willbeimmediatelyin front of the clausein most cireum・  
stances．．．’（See also Mallinson1986：104．）Examples follow．Relative  
clauses areindicated by a square bracket．  
（a）B邑rbat・ul   ［carel・a  uCis  
man－DEF，M，SG REL3SG，M，ACC－have，3SG kill，PAST PTCPL  
pe Ion］e  ln CaSa・  
ACCIon be，PRES，INDIC，3SGin house，INDEF，F，SG  
‘The man who killedIonisin a house．’（M，Q）  
（b）Radu a  intrat  王n casa  
Radu have，3SG enter，PAST PTCPLin house，DEF，F，SG  
［pe care am cump哀rat－0］・  
ACC FEL have，1buy，PAST PTCPL－3SG，F，ACC  
‘Radu entered the house thatIbought．’（Ma11inson1986：55）  
（c）Acesta e  b邑t・ul  ［cu care  
thi＄，M，SG be，PRES，INDIC，3SG stick－DEF，M，SG with REL   
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am lovit  un  ciine］．  
have，1hit，PAST PTCPLINDEF，M，SG dog，INDEF，M，SG  
‘Thisis the stickwith whichIhit a dog，Or，Ihit a dog with．’  
（AA）  
（d）Am pierdut  cutit－ul  ［cu care ai  
have，1lose，PAST PTCPL kniLe－DEF，M，SGwith REL have，2SG  
taiat  carne－a］．  
cut，PAST PTCPL meat－DEF，F，SG  
’Ilost the knife with which you cut the meat’（Mallinson1986＝  
63）or‘．．．theknife that you cut the meatwith’・  
Asnotedin7，PrepOSitionsofRumaniancannotbestranded・Thus，  
compare（d）with（e），thelatter whichis ungrammatical．（See Mal－  
1inson1986：63．）  
（e）＊Am pierdut cutitul  ［care ait左iat carnea cu］・  
knife・DEF，M，SG  with  
Intended meaning：‘As above．’（Mallinson1986：63）   
（The demonstratives have one set of forms for the adjectivaluse  
and another for the pronominaluse・See Mallinson1986：26263・）  
Other examples of relative clauses are givenin22．The exx・（m）  
and（n）contain the genjtive／dative form or care‘REL’．   
In relative clauses，the subject general］y follows the verb・  
（f）Aceasta e  casa  ［pe care  
this，SG，F be，PRES，INDIC，3SG house，DEF，F，SG ACC REL  
a  cump盃rat－0  Ion］・  
have，3SG buy，PAST PTCPLr3SG，F，ACCIon  
‘Thisis the house thatIon bought．’（AA）  
13．Proper noun and commollnOun  
The common noun precedes the proper noun（Mallinson，QD）・E，g・：  
（a）unchi－ul  Ion  
uncle－DEF，M，SGIon ’UncleIon’（M，Q）  
（b）m孟tu冒a  Maria  
aunt，DEF，F，SG Maria ‘Aunt Maria’（AA）   
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（c）Universtitate－a  Bucure！ti  
university，DEF，F，SG Bucharest，M，SG  
‘Bucharest University’（AA）  
（d）r王u－1  01t  
river・DEF，N，SG Olt，M，SG  
’the Olt River’（AA）  
Simi1arly，titles or thelikeprecede the name，e．g．（e）and（f）．  
（e）profesor・ul  Ionescu  
professor－DEF，M，SGIonesc11‘ProfessorIonescu’（AA）  
Thegiven nameprecedes the familyname，e・g・＝  
（f）dr．AndreiAvram ‘Dr．A11dreiAvram’（AA）  
14．Comparison  
Adjectives can be turnedinto the comparative by placing the compa・  
rative markermai‘more’before them；andintothe superlative by fur・  
ther adding the demonstrative determiner cel（whic variesin shapein  
terInS Of person，number，gender and case）before mai‘more’（Mal・  
1inson，QD；See also Mallinson1986：165，168）．（The demonstrative  
determineris similar to，butis slightly different from，the demonstra－  
tive pronouns dicussedin9；See Mallinson1986：262－64．） Examples，  
provided by Mallinson（QD）＝  
（a）bun  
good，INDEF，M，SG  ‘good’ 
（b）maibun  ‘better  
（c）cel  maibun  
DEM DET，MASC，SG  ‘best’  
With the comparative，the standard of comparisonisindicated by  
decit‘than’（if the standard of comparisonis a noun phrase，etC．）and  
byご〟‘tban’（jf tムe stand8rd o！colⅥparj50！】js a clalJSe），（Avra皿；Cf．  
also Mallinson1986：166）．  
（d）Ion e  mal mare  decitRadu．  
Ion be，PRES，INDIC，3G more big，INDEF，M，SG than Radu  
‘Ionis tigger tharlRadu．’（Mallinson1986：166）   
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The orderis as follows＝一Adjective＋Marker ofComparison＋  
Standard ofComparisorl．  
With the superlative comparison the markerintroducing the stan＿  
dardis thepreposition de‘of’（fo】lowed by an adverb），e．g．（e），din  
‘of’（followedbyasingularnoun），e・g・（f），Ordintre‘between，amOng，  
（foJlowed bya pluralnoun），e・g・（g）・（Etymologically，din consists of  
de‘of’and飯‘in’，anddintreismadeupofde‘of’andぎntre‘between，．）  
（Avram；Cf．also Ma11inson1986：169）．E．g∴  
（e）Ion e  cel  mai  
Ion be，PRES，INDIC，3SG DEM DET，M，SG more  
inalt  de acolo．  
tall，INDEF，M，SG of there  
‘Ionis the tallest there．’（AA）  
（f）Ion e celmaiinalt din clasa．  
of class，INDEF，F，SG  
‘Ionis the tallestin the class．’（AA）  
（g）Ion e celmaiinalt dintre studenti．  
among student，INDEF，M，PL  
‘Ionis the tallest among the students．’（AA）  
15．Main verb and auxilia】■y Verb  
Thereare three auxiliaryverbsinRumanian＝aVea‘have’，Vrea‘want，，  
andft‘be’． The auxiliary verb always precedes the main verbLeX－  
cept for uncommoninversion for stylistic purposes，etC． Adverb  
phrases，etC・ mayintervene between them・（Avram） The uses of  
these auxiliary verbsinclude the following．   
［1］Past tense：aVea‘have’＋pastparticiple（Mallinson1986：275）．  
Many exampleshave already been given・An additionalexample：  
（a）Un  englez  a  
TNDEF，M，SG English，INDEF，M，SG have，3SG  
construit  casa．  
build，PAST PTCPL house，DEF，SG，F  
‘An Englishman built the house．’（Mallinson1986：268）   
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Mallinson（1986：275）notes that‘Rumaniandoesnot follow the western  
Romamce pattern of distinguishing between verbs that take“have”  
and those that take“be”in the perfect tense form’．   
［2］Future tense：‘future auxiliary verb’＋verb stem（or short  
infinitive）（Mallinson1986：268，276，Avram）．  
（b）Un englez va  construi casa．  
FUT，3SG build，INF house，DEF，F，SG  
‘An Englishman willbuild the house．’（Ma11insorl1986：268）  
（According to Avram，the verb‘want’hastwo sets of forms：One Set  
for use as an ordinary verb and the otherforuse as an auxiliary verb  
for the future tense．S如ilarly，Mallinson（1986：276）notes that this  
auxiliary verb‘derives from a Latin verb expressing a wisIlOr desire，  
but has no such modalnuance’．）   
［3］Passive voice：fi‘be’＋past participle（MallinsorL1986：268），  
（C）Casa  a  fost  
house，DEF，F，SG have，3SG be，PAST PTCPL  
construit昆  de un  
build，PAST PTCPL，F，SG，INI〕EF byINDEF，M，SG  
englez．  
English，INDEF，M，SG  
‘The house was built by an English man．’（Mallinson1986：268）  
（d）Casa va  fi  construjt占de un englez・  
FUT，3SG be，INF  
＜Thehousewi11bebuiltbyanEnglishman．’（Mallinson1986：268）  
Past participles employedin passive sentences have the adjectival  
status and agree with the subject（Ma11inson1986：268）．  
16．Adverb and verb  
Mallinson（1986：92，95）notes as follows：1Adverbials occurin the  
form ofadverbsproper，prePOSitionalphrases，nOun formsandadverbial  
clauses． They have a range of functions，but the main ones relate to  
time，manner and place・’‘Norma11y they Eo1low the verb complex，  
t）ut they can occurinsentencerinitialpos呈tionfortopicalizationpurpose   
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0r emPhasis．Thisparticularlyappliestotirne or frequencyadverbials  
［e．g．（a）一TT］，1ess typica11y tomanner and place adeTbials’・  
（a）Joi－a  m左  duc  la  
Thursday，DEF，F，SG REFL，1SG go，PRES，INDIC，1SG to  
tirg  iar duminic－a  m温  
market，lNDEF，N，SG and SundayrDEF，F，SG REFL，1SG  
duc  la biserica．  
go，PRES，INDIC，1SG to church，INDEF，F，SG  
‘On ThursdaysIgo to the market while on SundaysIgo to  
church．’（Mallinson1986：95）  
Mallinson（1986：97）also notes as follows：‘adverbialさWith dif・  
ferent functio11S eanCO－OCCur．． the orderis manner，♪lace，time L  
though the relative freedom of time adverbials complicates matters：’  
（b）M・am  dus  repede acas孟ieri，  
REFL，1SG・have，1SG go，PAST PTCPL quicklyhome yesterday．  
‘Iwent home quickly yesterday・’（Mallinson1986：97）  
（c）Iel・imLam dus repede acas孟・  
‘Yest？rdayIwent home quickly．’（Mallinson1986：97）  
Another example：  
（d）Ion a  alergat  repedeieri．  
Ion have，3SG run，PAST PTCPL quickly yesterday  
‘Ion ran fast yesterday．’（M，Q）  
Other examples of adverlっs and adverl〕phrasesinclude the follow－  
ing：  
Time：‘today’in（a）of22；‘yesterday’in（d）to（i）of22．  
Place：‘in the house’in（a），（b）of12；‘in the kitchen’in（a）to（d），  
（k）of20；‘home’in（a），（b）of23，（a）to（c）of24，  
Destination：‘to the shol／in〔a）to（f）of18；（n），（0）of20・  
with somone’：‘withIon’in（n）of20；（a）of24．  
17．Adverb and adjective  
Adverbsprecede theadjective they qualify（Mallinson，QD）・E，g．：   
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（a）Ion e  foarte mare．  
Ion be，PRES，INDIC，3SG very big，INDEF，M，SG  
‘Ionis very bigノ（M，Q）  
（b）Ion e foarte fericit・  
happy，INDEF，M，SG  




Mallinsorl（1986：4）notesas follows：‘Normally，theonlymarkerof  
yes・nOqUe5tionsi5SpeCialinto乃atjon・W血a鮎a】faユ1，［比efoユbⅥrjng  
sentenceuTT］is a statement，andwith a finalriseitis a questionL  
ヽヽ  
（a）Copilqul  se  duce  la magazin・  
child・DEF，M，SG REFL，3go，PRES，3SG to shop  （SV）  
‘The childis going to the shop．’（Ma11inson19B6：4）  
／′  
（b）Copil－ulseducelamagazin？  
‘Is the child gojng to the shop？’（Mal】inson1986：4）   （SV）  
Avram notes that the word oare，Whichliterally means‘really’，is  
sometimes used ratherlike a question marker．  
（c）Oare copil・ulse ducelamagazin？  
Q  
（d）Copil－uloare seducela magazin？  
Q  









（f）Copil－ulse ducela magazin oare？  
Q （AA）  
As canbeseenintlleeXanPlesabove，Oarecan occur Sentence－initialユy，  
－medially，and Lfinally・In each case，the focus ofthe question can  
be either the whole sentence or one single sentence constituent（e．g．  
subject，Verb complex，adverb phrase）・ When a sentence constituent  
is the focus of q11eStion，itis the constituent thatis stressed，rather   
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than the constituent that precedes or follows oare． For example，in  
（f），if coPilrulis stressed，the sentence means‘Isit the child whois  
going to the shop？’If se duceis stressed，the sentence means‘Is the  
Child really going to the shop？’Ifla magazinis stressed，the  
sentence means‘Ⅰ5it the shop that the childis going to？’If there  
is no marked stress，then the whole sentencesisthe focus of question，  
meaningliterally‘Isit the case that the childis going to the shop？，  
（Avram）  
19．Inversion of subject and verbin generalquestions  
An notedin6，the order of the subject 8nd the verbis not rigid．  
Although SV（0）is the rnost common order，the verb may precede  
the subjectunder certain conditions．Thisappliestogeneralquestions  
as well．Thus，the following two examples have the VS order．The  
ex．（a）‘is a statement．markedbyafinalfallingintonation，and［（b）－  
TT］a quesion，marked by a rising pattern’（Mallinson1986：5）：  
＼  
（a）Vine  Ion．  
come，PRES，3SGIon  
‘Iollis coming・’（Mallinson1986：5）  
ノ’  （VS）  
（b）VineIon？．IsIon coming？（Mallinson1986：5）  （VS）  
Thatis，theinversion of S and V byitself does not produce general  
q11eStions，anditis not a feature of generalquestions of Rumanian．   
20．Specialq11eSions  
Theinterrc喝atVe WOrd occursin the sentence－initialposition，With the  
exceptionsnotedl〕elow；See（k）to（m）・Specialquestionshavea fall・  
ingintonationattheend，ratherlikedeclarativesentences，andgreatest  
prominenceisgiventotheinterrogativeword・（SeeMallinson1986：7・）  
Comparethefollowing set of examples，PrOVided byAvram：  
（a）Maria preg温te号te  mlnCare－a  in  
Mariaprepare，PRES，3SG food・DEF，F，SGin  
buc邑t義rie．  
kitctlen，lNDEF，F，SG   
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‘Mariaispreparingthefoodi11thekitchen．’（AA）（SVO ADV）  
（b）Cine preg邑te守te mincarerain buc孟t孟rie？  
（SVO ADV）  who  
‘Whois preparing the foodin the kitchen？’  
（c）Ce preg孟te写te Mariain buc諷t邑rie？（AA）  
what  
‘Whatis Maria preparingin the kitchen？’（AA）  
（d）Cepreg豆te亨tein buc豆t孟rie Maria？  
‘As above．’（AA）  
（e）Undepreg温te！te Mariamincare・a？  
where  
‘Whereis Maria preparing thefood？’（AA）  
（f）Unde preg豆te手te mincare・a Maria？  
‘As above．’（AA）  
（g）De ce preg邑te芋te Maria mincare－a？  
、＼■h＼  
‘Whyis Maria cooking the food？’  
（0VS ADV）  
（0VADVS）  
（ADV VSO）  
（ADV VOS）  
（ADV VSO）  
（dβCg‘why’．）  
（h）De ce preg益te宇te mincare・a Maria？  
‘As above・’（AA）  （ADV VOS）   
In specialquestions，the subject always follows the verb，e．g．（c）  
to（h）－eXCePtWherltlle Subjec亡isexpressed by aTliTlterrOgative word，  
e，g．（b），and also except when the subjectis the focus．（Aram）An  
example of thelatter caseis：  
（i）De ce Maria preg哀te亨te mincare・a？  
why  （ADV SVO）  
‘Whyisit Maria thatis cooking the food（and not someone  
else）？’（AA）  
Otherwise，a SpeCialquestionis ungrammaticalif the subject pre－  
cedes，rather than follows，the verb，e．g．：  
（j）＊UndeIon preg豆te亭te  mlnCare，a？  
WhereIon prepare，PRES，3SG food・DEF，F，SG （ADV SVO）  
Intendedmeaning：‘WhereisIonpreparingthefood？’（Mallinson   
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1986：9）  
Providing the subject follows the verb，the object or an adverb  
phrase canintervene betweerlthem，e．g．（d），（f），（h）・（See Mallinsor1  
1986：8－9．）  
Avram notesthat the following patteTnis alsDpOSSible：  
（k）Maria ce preg孟te芋te  in buc哀tarie？  
Maria what prepare，PRES，3SGin kitchen，INDEF，F，SG  
（SOV ADV）  
‘As for Maria，Whatis she preparingin the kitchen？’（AA）  
（1）Maria unde preg邑te亭temincare・a？  
Where  （S ADV VO）  
‘As董or Maria，Wbereis she pTepari】1g tbeiood？’（AA）  
（m）Maria de ce preg豆te！temincare－a？  
why  （S ADV VO）  
‘As for Maria，Whyis she prepariflg the food？’（AA）  
In this pattern，the subjectis stressed and precedes theinterrogative  
word．  
Asin relative clauses，prepOSitions cannot be‘stranded’． Thus，  
COmp8re：  
（n）Maria a  mers  la piat・邑  
Maria have，3SG go，PAST PTCPL to market－INDEF，F，SG  
cu Ion．  
Ⅵ・ithIon  
‘Maria went to the market with．’（AA）   （SV ADV ADV）  
（0）Cu cine a mersla piat温Maria？  
with who  （ADV V ADV S）  
‘With whon did Maria go to the market？’Or，‘who did Maria  
go to the marketwith？’（AA）  
（p）Cu cine amers Mariala piat豆？  
‘As al〕OVe．，（AA）  （ADV V SADV）   
The unacceptahility of preposition stranding is demonstrated by 
the ungrammaticalness of thefollowing example：   
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（q）＊Cine a mersla piat左Maria cu？  
Who  with  
Intended meaning＝‘Who did Maria go to the market with？’  
（AA）   
Another example of specialquestion which does not jnvoIve pre・  
position stranding＝  
（r）De l川de aj  vellit？  
from where have，2SG come，PAST PTCPL  （ADV V）  
‘Where did you cc．me from？’（Mallinson1986：10）  
21，Inversion of subjectin specialqlleStions  
In declarative sentences，theverbusually fo1lows the subject，although  
it may precede under specialcircumstances〔see6）・In specialques・  
tions，theverbalwaysprecedesthesubject－eXCePtforwhenthesubject  
isindicated by aninterrogative word・ Thatis，irlcOntraSt with  
generalquestioTIS，the VS orderisan Obligaory feature of special  
questions－eXCept for those with aninterrogative word as the subject  
and also except for thosein which the subjectis the focus． To con・  
clude，it may be said that theinversion of the sulっject and the verb  
takes place，but onlyin a weaksense，  
22．：Negative semtences  
Ma11inson（1986：134）notes as follows：－‘The main negative element  
is nu“not”，Which negates constituents as a whole or the entire sen－  
tence，’It precedes the verb（Mallinson，QD）：  
（a）Ion nu vine  as亡左zi・  
Ion NEG come，PRES，3SG today  
‘Ionisn’t coming today．’（Mallinson1986：134）  
∧b precedes any auxiliary verb or clitics（Mallinson1986：134）：  
（b）Nu voi  pleca．  
NEG FUT，1SGleave，INF  
‘Iwillnotleave・’（Mallinson1986：134）   
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（c）Nu l－am  V温zut．  
NEG3SG，M，ACC－have，1see，PAST PTCPL  
‘Idid not see him．’（Mallinson1986：135）  
According to theinformation obtained from Avran，negation of a  
Sentence conStituent other than the verbis achieved as follows．Com・  
Pare the fo1lowing examples，  
Affirmative sentence：  
（d）Marial－a  V益zut  pe Ion  
Maria3SG，M，ACC－have，3SG see，PAST PTCPL ACCIon  
ieri．  
yesterday  
‘Maria sawIon yeterday．’（AA）  
Negation of the verb：  
（e）Maria nu l－a V邑zut peIonieri．  
NEG  
‘Maria did not seeIon yesterday（althoughshe may have heard  
him）ノ（AA）  
If the verbis stressed，itis the verb thatis negated．（‘Maria did not  
SeeIon yesterday．）Otherwise，the entire sentenceis negated．（‘Itis  
not the case that MariasawIonyesterday／）Thatis，Whennu‘NEG’  
is placed beforetheverb，themarkedreadingindicatesnegation ofthe  
verb，Whilein the unmarked reading the entire sentenceis negated・  
Negation of the subject：  
（f）Nu Marial・a V益zut peIon・  
NEG  
‘It was not MariawhosawIon yesterday：（AA）（Literally，‘Not  
Maria saⅥrIon．’）  
（g）Nu Maria a  fost  cea  ［care  
NEG  have，3SG be，PAST PTCPL DEM，F，SG REL  
l・a  V孟zut  pe Ionieri］．  
3SG，M，ACC－have，3SG see，PAST PTCPL ACCIon yesterday  
‘Maria was not the one who sawIon yesterday．’（AA）  
Negation of the direct object：   
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（h）Nu pe Ionl・a V益zut Mariaieri．  
NEG ACC  
LIt was notIon whom Maria saw yesterday．’（AA）（Perhaps，  
literally，‘NotIon，Maria sawhim yesterday．  
（i）？Nu Ion a fost cel  pe ［carel，a V孟zut Mariaieri］．  
NEG Ion DEM，M，SG ACC REL  
‘Ion was not the one whom Maria saw yesterday．’（AA）   
Negation of theindirect object．Compare：  
（j）Mariai－a  dat  o  
Maria3SG，DAT－have，3SG give，PAST PTCPLINDEF，F，SG  
carte  lui  Ion．  
book，INDEF．F，SG SG，GEN／DATIon  
‘Maria gaveIon a book．’（AA）  
（k）Nu lui  Ioni＿a  
NEG SG，GEN／DATIon3SG，M，DAT・have，3SG  
dat  Maria o  carte．  
give，PAST PTCPL MariaINDEF，F，SG book，INDEF，F，SG  
‘It was not toIon that Maria gave a book・’（AA）（Literally，  
‘Not toIon Maria gave aも001【．’）  
（1）Nu luiIoni・a dat o carte Maria．‘As above．’（AA）  
NEG  
（m）？Nu Ion a  fost  cel  
NEG have，3SG be，PAST PTCPL DEM，M，SG  
［c温ruia  i－a dat Maria o carte］．  
REL，M，SG，GEN／DAT  
Intended mearling：‘Ion was not the one to whom Maria gave a  
も00k．’（AA）  
（n）？NuIon a fost cel［c義ruiai・a dat o carte Maria］．  
‘As aboveノ（AA）   
Negation of an adverb or an adverb phrase：  
（0）Nu ieri  l・a  V温zut  
NEG yesterday3SG，M，ACC・have，3SG see，PAST PTCPL   
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Maria pe Ion．  
ACC  
‘It was not yesterday that Maria sawIoIl．’（AA）（Literally，  
‘Not yesterday Maria sawIon．’）  
（p）Nu in凱cure亭tj  l・a V孟zut Marja peIom．  
NEGinBucharest，M，SG  
‘It was notin Bucharest that Maria sawIon．’（AA）（Literally，  
‘Notin Bucharest Maria sawIon・’）  
As can be seeTl，there are two ways for negation ofsentence con－  
Stituents other than the verb，OneinvoIves the placement o  
‘NEG’and the negated constituentlユSuallyin the the sentence－initial  
POSition．TheothermethodinvoIvesarelativeclause，withthenegated  
COnStituent againin the sentence－initialposition・（Relative clauses  
areindicated bya square bracket．）In either method，the subject  
alwaysfollowstheverb－enCeptWhenthesubjectisnegatedandplaced  
jr）thesentence・jnj由】pDSjtjoT）．（Reca】】that，in re】ative clausesand  
in specialquestions too，the subiect genera11yfollowsthe verb－eXCept  
when the subjectis expressed byaninterrogative word，） The first  
methodis acceptable to allof the subject，the direct object，theindi・  
rect object and adverbs． Howev6r，With the second method，the  
acceptability correlates with whatis essentiallyidenticalwith Keenan  
and Comrie’s（1977）noun phrase accessibility hierarchy． The second  
methodisinapplicat）1e to adverb／adverb phrases（andalsototheverb）・  
Thus：  
Subject Direct objectIndirect ot）jeet Adverb  
First method  ＋ 十  ＋  ＋  
Second皿e丑IDd  ＋  7  ？  
23．ConditionalclallSe and main clause  
Although the conditionalclausemayingeneraleitherprecedeorfo1low  
the main clause，mOSt typeS Of conditionalclauses usua11y precede the  
main clause．（Avram）The conditionalclause precedesiTlvirtually  
allof the examplesin Mallinson’s（1986：75－77）discussion of condi・   
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tionalclauses．Examples：  
（a）Dac邑Maria merge  la cump孟r互turi，Ion va  
if Maria go，PRES，3SG to＄hopping Ion FUT，3SG  
Sta  aCaS良．  
Stay，INF home  
‘If Maria goes shopping，Ion willstay home・’（AA）  
（b）Ion va sta acas温dac温Maria mergela cump哀r左turi．  
‘As above．’（AA）   
24．Purpose claⅥSe and main cla11Se  
Avram states as follows：The elernents whichintroduce a purpose  
clause can be dividedinto twogroups． With the first group，the  
purpose clatlSeCanOnlyfollowthe main clause・An exampleirlVOユving  
5崖‘so that，：  
（a）Ion a  stat  acas昆cu coplli  
Ton have，3SG stay，PAST PTCPL homewith child，PL，M，DEF  
S邑  se  poat温  odihni Maria．  
so that REFL，3SG can，SUBJUN，3SG rest，INF Maria  
LIon stayed home with the children so that Maria could rest．’  
（AA）  
With the second group，the purpose clauses may either follow or  
PeeCede the main clause． However，the usualorderis the onein  
Which the purpose clause follows．ExamplesirlVOlving PentrlL Ca‘so  
that’irladdition to sd’so that，：  
（b）Ion a  stat  acas益pentru ca Maria  
Ion have，3SG stay，PAST PTCPL home so that Maria  
S邑  poat邑  mergela c11mp温r哀turi．  
SO that can，SUBJUN，3SG go，INF toshopping  
‘Ion stayed home so that Maria couldgO Shopping：（AA）  
（C）Pentru ca Maria s邑poat義mergela cump邑r邑turiIon a statacas孟．  
‘As above．’（AA）  
（For the formation of purpose clauses，SeeMallinson（1986：72r73）・）   
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O．Introd11Ction  
Thisis theninthinstallment ofmy typologicalstudy of word order   
IanlnlOSt gTateLultoMissYukiko Takayanagui（a】1ative speaker  
of Spani5h from Mexico）for reading and commenting on the draft of  
this work．  
1．Name oflang11age  
English name：Spanish．hdigenous name：ele頭ahol‘the Spanish’．   
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2．SotlrCe Ofinformation  
Kasai（1932），WllsoIl（1939），Hills andlTord（1941），Walsh（1946），and  
Green（1987），SupplementedwithinformationprovidedbyYukikoTaka・  
yanagui．（In the following，the examples supplied byherwi11beindi・  
cated with‘YT’．）  
3．Genetic affiliation  
TheItalic branch of theIndo－Europeanlanguagefami1y．   
4．Geographicaldistribution  
Spanishis spokenin Spainandelsewhereintheworld，includingmany  
couT】tries of the Amerjcas，SuCh as ArgentiE）a，Urug11ay，Paraguay，  
Chile，Bolivia，Peru，Ecuador，CoIombia，Venezuela，Panama，Costa  
Rica，Nicaragua，Honduras，EISalvador，Guatemala，Mexico，Cuba，  
and Dominican Republic．   
5．Morpl10】ogiealalld o以Ier releYaれt facts  
Pronouns have the nomirlative－aCCuSative system，With the nominative  
for the St and Si，and the accusative for the DO．（They possess the  
dative forms as well，but the dative forms areidenticalwith the ac－  
CuSative forms except for third persons・）Nouns，demonstratives，etC・  
havelost the nominativevs．LaCCuSative opposition and have just one  
case forn． This case form wi11beleft unglossedin the examples  
below． However，the preposition a，Which otherwise means‘to，at’，  
is placed before the DOif thelatteris a proper noun，Orifit refers  
to a specific，nOt just any，perSOn Or perSOr）ified thing． Thus，COm－  
pare：  
（a）Busco  a un  muchacho．  
Search，PRES，INDIC，1SG INDEF ART，M，SG boy，M，SG  
‘Iamlooking for a certain／specific boy（not just any boy．I  
have somonein mi11d．）’  
（b）Busco un muchacho．  
‘Iamlooking for a boy．（Ido not have anyoneinmind．Any   
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boylⅣilldo．）  
When used asin（a），a may be termed the accusative case marker．  
In the examples below，it willbe glossed‘ACC’whenitindicates the  
DO，butwi11De glossed‘to’or‘at’otherwise．  
There are two numbers（singular and plural）and three genders  
（masculine，feminine and neuter）．  
Verbsindicate the nllmber and person of the subject，and conse・  
quently a sut）ject pronounis usually understood．Itis only used to  
indicate foctlS，COntraSt，emPhasis，Or thelikQ．   
Abbreviations employed are the following＝ ACC，aCCuSative；  
ADV，adverb；AUX，auXiliaTy Verb；DAT，dative；DEF ART，def－  
inite article；DO，direct object；F，feminine；FUT，future；IMPFCT，  
imperfect；INDIC，indicative；INDEF ART，indefinite article；IO，  
indirect object；M，maSCuline；NEG，negation；NOM，nOminative；0，  
（direct）object；PAST DEF，paSt definite；PAST PTCPL，PaSt parti－  
clple；PL，plural；PRES，PreSent；PRES PTCPL，preSent Participle；  
REFL，reflexive；REL，relative proTIOun；S，Subject；SG，Singular；  
SUBJUN，Subjunctive；Ⅴ，Verb；1，first person；2，SeCOnd person；3，  
tllird person．  
6．Subject，Object and verb  
The relative order of the S，O and V cannot be uniquely determined．  
Nonetheless，there are ertain rules and tendencies．  
Those elementsindicating new information are，aS a generalru1e，  
located towards the end of the sentence． See（e）below．  
With respect to the DO，it follows the verbifitis a noun，e．g．  
（a）・（In everydaylanguage，this ruleis obligatory，and a noun DO  
cannot precede the verb．）If the DOisapronoun，itusually precedes  
the verl），e．g．（も）．  
（a）Tomo  e1  1il⊃rO．  （VO）  
take，PRES，INDIC，1SG DEF ART，M，SG book，M，SG  
‘Itake the book．’   
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（b）Lo  tomo．   （0V）  
3SG，M，ACC  ‘Itakeit．’  
Whena sentence contains two pronoun objects，One for theI〕0  
（in theaccusative）and the other for theIO（in the dative），theIO  
precedes the DO．（Recall，however，that only third persom pronouns  
have separate forms for theaccusative and thedative・）  
（c）Nos  lo  mandaron．  
1PL，DAT3SG，M，ACC f．e11d，PAST DEF，3PL  
‘They sentit to us．  （IO DO V）  
The position ofthe Sis more difficult to narrowdown・In the  
spokenlanguag，the SVO orderis very frequent，eSPeCially where the  
S consists of just one proper name or a very short phrase，e・g・：  
（d）Elena cornpr6  uII COChe・  
Elena buy，PAST DEF，3SGINDEF ART，M，SG car，M，SG  
‘Elena bought a car．’  （SVO）   
Compare（d）wjth（e），in which the S occurs sentence・finallyand  
marks focus，i．e．the most essentialpart of newinformation：  
（e）Compr6  el  coche Elena・  
buy，PAST DEF，3SG DEF ART，M，SG car，M，SG Elena  
‘It was Elena（not Maria，．．．）who bought the car． （VOS）  
The precedingaccotmtis Green’s（1987：254）・However，aCCOrding to  
Takayanagui，the difference between（d）and（e）may be shown as  
follows：p（d）means’Itis Elena who t）Ought a car’，While（e）means  
‘Elena did buy the car’， Thatis，the sentence－initialposition seems  
topindicate focus，COntraSt，emphasis or thelike・   
In more formalstyles，the VSO orderis common，e．g．：  
（f）Detr丘s dela  casa  
inl）aCk of DEF ART，F，SG house，F，SG  
tenia  mi  tio  
have，PAST，IMPFCT，3SG ny，M，SG uncle，M，SG  
un  jardin．  
INDEF ART，M，SG garden，M，SG  
‘My uncle had a garden behirld the house：  
（VSO）  
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In allstyles，an unuSuallylorlg Subiectappears to theright of the  
V．An exampleinvolving anintranSitive subject：  
（g）Han  llegado  todos  
have，PRES，INDIC，1PL arrive，PAST PTCPL all，M，PL  
los  pasaJerOS  dela  
DEF ART，M，PL passenger，M，PL of DEF ART，F，SG  
Compa邑ia  X．  
COmpany，F，SG  （VS）  
’AllthepassengerstravellingwithCompanyXhavenowarrived．，  
The S obligatorily follows the Sin existentialsentences：  
（h）Viven  gitanos  enlas  
live，PRES，INDIC，3PL gypsy，M，PLin DEF ART，F，PL  
CueVaS．  
cave，F，PL  
‘There are gypsieslivingin the caves．’  （V S ADV） 
7．Adpositon  
Spanish possesses prepositions，butlacks postpositions・  
（a）de Chile  （b）en Chile  
from Chile  in Chile  
‘from Chile’  ‘in Chile’  
Prepositions ofSpanishcannotbestranded，unlikethoseofEnglish．  
See12and20．  
8．Genitive and noun  
When the possessoris expressed by a noun，it follows the possessed  
noun，with the preposition de‘of，from’interveningl）etWeen them．  
（a）el  cuarto  deJuan  
DEF ART，M，SG room，M，SG ofJuan ‘Juan’s room’  
（b）1a  madre  de Maria  
DEF ART，F，SG mother，F，SG of Maria ‘Maria’s motheT’   
When the possessoris denoted bya pronoun，ittakes the form of  
whatis termed‘possessive adjective’andit always precedes the pos－   
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SeSSednoun・Thepossessiveadjectiveagreeswith thepossessednoun  
in gender and number．Examplesinclude‘my uncle’irl（f）of6，and：  
（C）mi  libro  
my，M／F，SG book，M，SG ‘my book’  
（d）mis  libros  
my，M／F，PL book，M，PL ‘my books’  
（e）nuestra casa  
o11r，F，SG house，F，SG  ‘our house’  
（f）nuestras casas  
our，F，PL house，F，PL  our houses’  
（Note that the gellder and personofthe possessive adjective are those  
of the possessed noun，and not thepossessor・）   
9．Demonstrative and nolln  
Demonstratives precede the noun they qualify，agreeingin gender and  
numt）er．  
（a）este  hombre  
this，M，SG man，M，SG  ‘this man  
（b）esta  muier  
this，F，SG woman，F，SG   ‘this woman  
The demoIIStrativeshavethe followingthree－Waydistinction：‘this’，  
‘that（near you）’and‘that（yonder）’．Thus：  
（c）este  libro  
this，M，SG book，M，SG  
（d）ese  lit）rO  
that，M，SG book，M，SG  
（e）aquel  lil⊃rO  
that，M，SG book，M，SG  
ーthisも00k，  
‘that book near you’  
‘that book yonder’  
10．NⅦmeraland no11n  
Numerals precede the nounthey qualify，e▼g・：  
（a）dos flores  
two flower，F，PL ‘two flowers’   
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（b）tres libros  
three book，M，PL ‘three books’  
The numeral＜one’isidenticalwiththeindefinitearticle．It agrees  
with the nounin gender and n11mber．Examples areinllbelow．  
11．Adieetive and nonn  
Most adjectives follow the noun they qualify：  
（a）la  casa  l⊃1anca  
DEF ART，F，SG house，F，SG white，F，SG  
‘the white house’  
（b）un  hombre alto  
INDEF ART，M，SG man，M，SG tall，M，SG ‘a tallman’  
Adjectives agreewith the nounin gender and number．  
A few adjectives can either follow or precede the noun，but show  
a semantic differentiation．ExamplesinvoIving♪obYe poor’；  
（C）una  pobre  mujer  
INDEF ART，F，SG poor，M／F，SG woman，F，SG  
‘an unfortunate woman’  
（d）una mujer pobre  ‘a poverty・Stricken woman’  
ExamplesinvoIving nuevo‘new’：  
（e）un  nuevo libro  
INDEF ART，M，SG new，M，SG book，M，SG  
‘another book’  
（f）unlibro nlleVO  a neW book（just published）’  
Notethat，inEnglish as well，adjectives such asPoorandneu）each  
have two meaningslike the corresponding Spanish adjectives， How・  
ever，English does not utilize word ordertodistinguish these meanings．  
There are also severaladjectives which can either follow or pre－  
cede the noun，but which do not show such a semantic difference．  
Theyinclude bueno‘good’and Peque如‘1ittle，Small’．  
12．Relative clause and noun  
Relative clauses壬01low thenoun they qualify．   
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（a）Este  es  el  
this，M，SG be，PRES，INDIC，3SG DEF ART，M，SG  
libro  ［que quiero］．  
book，M，SG REL want，PRES，INDIC，1SG  
‘Thisis thel）00k（that）Iwant．’  
（Unlike thatof English，que CannOt be deleted．）  
（b）El  tren  ［en qlle  
DEF ART，M，SG train，M，SGin，On REL  
iba  mi  padre］  
go，PAST，IMPFCT，INDIC，3SG my，M，SG father，M，SG  
se  desarrilる．  
REFL，3derail，PAST DEF，3SG  
‘The train on which my father was travelling got derailed．’  
（c）El  l丘piz  ［con que  
DEF ART，M，SG pencil，M，SG with REL  
escribo］  es  corto．  
write，PRES，INDIC，1SG be，PRES，INDIC，3SG short，M，SG  
‘ThepenCilwith whichIwriteis short’，Or‘The pencilIwrite  
withis short．’   
UnlikeprepositionsofEnglish，thoseofSpanishcannotbestranded・  
Thus，COmPare（c）with the ungrammatical：  
（d）＊Ellapiz［que escribo con］es corto・  
REL  with  
Intended meaning：‘The pencilIwritewithis short．’  
13．Proper nonn amd common no11n  
The common noun preeedes the proper nourL＝  
（a）el  tio  Jos昌  
DEF ART，M，SG uncle，M，SGJose  
（b）la  t王a  Isat）el  
DEF ART，F，SG aunt，F，SGIsabel  
The given name precedes the family name＝  
（C）Eduardo Barrios  （d）Roberto Esparza  
‘UncleJose’ 
‘AuntIsa el’  
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Eduardo Barrios  




‘Dr．Octavio CrtユZ，  
‘Professor Gomez，  
‘St．Francis’  







Octavio Cruz  
Gるmez  
professor，M，SG  
（k）San  Francisco  
holy，M，SG Francis  
（l）San Diego  
James  
（m）Santa B丘rl）ara  




The comparative ofan adjeciveis generaユ1y formed by placing mas  
‘more’before the adjective，and the superlativeis obtained by placing  




（b）m島s rico  
mOre  
（C）el  
DEF ART，M，SG  
‘rich’  
‘richer  
‘the richest’  
maS rlCO  
A sententialexampleinvoIving a conparative forrn：   
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（d）E11a  es  mAs hermosa  
3SG，F，NOM be，PRES，INDIC，3SG more beautiful，F，SG  
que yO・  
thanlSG，NOM  
‘Sheis rnore beautifulthan me．  
Theorderis：一Adjective＋MarkerofComparison＋StandardofCom－  
parison・  
A sententialexampleinvoIvinga superlative form：  
（e）Este  caballo  es  el  
this，M，SG horse，M，SG be，PRES，INDIC，3SG DEF ART，M，SG  
m且s hermoso  de todos  
more beautiful，M，SG of all，M，PL  
‘This horseis the most beautifulof all（the horses）．’  
15．Main Yerb amd a11Ⅹiliary verb  
The auxiliary verb always precedes the main verb．Examplesinclude  
the following：   
［1］‘Pro官reSSive’：eStar‘be’＋Present Participle．  
（a）La  criada  est且  
DEF ART，F，SG servant，F，SG be，PRES，INDIC，3SG  
limpiando  la  habitaci6n．  
cleaIl，PRES PTCPL DEF ART，F，SG room，F，SG  
‘The maidis cleaning the room．  
Another exampleis（b）of16．   
［2］‘Comound tense’：haber‘have’十Past Participle．  
（b）Las  muchachas han  
DEF ART，F，PL girl，FEM，PL have，PRES，INDIC，3PL  
comido．  
eat，PAST PTCPL  ‘The glrls have eaten．’  
Other examplesinclude（g）of6；（c）of20；and（c），（h）of22．   
［3］‘Passive’：Ser‘be’＋Past Participle．（With the passives，  
though notwith compound tenses，the past participle agreeswith the  
Subjectin gender and number．）   
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（c）La  puerta es  
DEF ART，F，SG door，F，SG be，PRES，INDIC，3SG  
／  
abierta  por el criado・  
Open，PAST PTCPL，F，SG by DEF ART，M，SG servant，M，SG  
‘The dooris opened by the servant・’  
The auxilary verb generallyimmediateLy precedes the main verb，  
e・g・（d），（e）． However，aCCOrding to theinformation obtained from  
Takayanagui，the subject canintervenebetween theauxiliaryand main  
verbs，e．g．（f）．  
（d）Felipe ha  comido   
Felipe have，PRES，INDIC，3SG eat，PAST PTCPL  
el  pan  
DEF ART，M，SG bread，M，SG（YT）   （S AUX MAIN O）  
Ha comido Felipe elpan（YT）  （AUX MAIN S O）  
Ha Felipe comido elpan（YT）  （AUX S MAIN O）  
???（????
?? these three sentences are acceptable． They are declarative  
SentenCeS（‘Felipe has ea［en the bread’）ifaccompanied by a falling  
intonation，but they are generalquestions（‘Has Felipe eaten the  
bread？’）ifaccompanied by a risingintonation．In view of this am・  
bivalence，nO PunCtuation marksare added to these sentences．（See18  
fc．r generalquestions．）  
16．Adverb and verb  
The following discussion of adverbsincludes adverb phrases．   
Adverbs such as desgraciadamente Lunfortunately’，Which modify  
the whole sentence，uSually occur sentenceLinitially（asin English）．  
（a）DesgraciadamenteJuan parti6  ayer．  
unfortunately Juanleave，PAST DEF，3SG yesterday（YT）  
‘Unfortunately，Juanleft yesterday．’  
Time adverbs seem to enjoy a fair degree of freedom regarding  
their position． For example，ayer‘yesterday’in（a）occurs sentence・  
finally，SiemPre‘always’irl（b．）sentence－initially，and ma苑ana‘tomor－  
row’in（c）sentence・medially．   
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（b）Siempre estaba  comprando  
always be，PAST，IMPFCT，INDIC，3SGbuy，PRES PTCPL  
somt）rerOS．  
hat，M，PL  
‘SheⅥraS always buying hats．’  
（c）Comprarる  ma五ana el  
buy，FUT，IMPFCT，INDIC，1SG tomorrow DEF ART，M，SG  
lit）rO．  
book，M，SG  
‘Ⅰwi11buy the book tolnOrrOW．   
Muchthe sameseems toapplyto adveTbsof place・Examples  
include‘behind the house，in（f）of6；andJin your cousin’s house’in  
（a）of20・   
Manneradverbs regularly follow the verb－though not necessarily  
immediately：  
（d）El  aprender丘  
3SG，M，NOMlearn，FUT，IMPFCT，INDIC，3SG  
el  espa昆ol  pronto・  
DEF ART，M，SG Spanish，M，SG quickly，SOOn  
‘HewilllearnSpanish quickly（Or，S00n）・’  
De頭acw‘sIc．wly’in（a）of24immediately follows the verb．  
17．Adverl）and adjective  
Adverbs precede the adjective they qualify：  
（a）El  espa丘01   es  muy  
DEF ART，M，SGSpanish，M，SG be，PRES，INDIC，3SG very  
interesante．  
interesting，M／F，SG  
‘sp且nishis veryinteresting，’〔YT）  
Similarly for mLis‘more’；See14．   
18．GeneralqlleStions  
Spallishlacksa questionmaTker， Generalquestions can be obtained   
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by assigining a risingintonation at the end of the sentence，with no  
changein word order．Declarative sentenceshavea fallingintonation．  
Thus，COmpare：  
＼  
（a）Felipe come  pan  
Felipe eat，PRES，INDIC，3SG bread，M，SG  
‘Felipeis eating bread．’  
ノ  
（b）Felipe come pan  
‘Is Felipe eatingbread？’  
Additionalexamples are（d）to（f）of15・   
In the writtenlanguage，Whichlacksintonation，generalquestions  
are obtained by puttirLgtlle Verbin theinitialposition＝  
（c）iCome pa【1Felipe？  （VOS）  
‘As above．’  
（In the writtenlanguage，interrogative sentences are sandwiched by  
aninverted question mark and a normalquestion mark・）   
In the spokenlanguage，generalquestions，e．g．（b），have a rising  
intonation at the end，in addition to the placement of the verl）in the  
initialposition・   
When the subjectisindicated bya pronoun，it generally（though  
not always）immediately follows the verb：  
（d）之Tienes  tム  un  
have，PRES，INDIC，2SG2SG，NOMINDEF ART，M，SG  
libro？  
book，M，SG  （VSO）  
‘Do you have a book？’   
When a generalquestion contains both thesul〕ject and theobject，  
the ot）ject generally（though not always）precedes the subject，e．g，  
（c）．To be somewhat more specific，the object precedes the subjectif  
itislonger，e．g．（e），but followsifitislonger：  
（e）iCompr6  tu  padl’e  
buy，PAST DEF，3SG your（SG），M／F，SG father，M，SG  
todas estas  casas？  
all，F，PL this，F，PL house，F，PL  （VSO）   
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‘Did your father buy allthese houses？’  
19．Invel・Sion of subjeet and Yerbin generalq≠eStions  
As seenin6、，in declarative sentences，the subject frequently occurs  
sentence－initially，butits occurrence elsewhereis also common．In  
generalquestions，the subject follows the verb（in the writtenlan・  
guage，atleast）．Therefore，thisinversion may be said to take place，  
もut onlyin aⅥ7eak sense．  
20．SpecialqtleStions  
Interrogative words occur sentence】initially．（Specialquestions start  
with a stress and high pitch on theinterrogative word，Which then  
graduallylowers，with a slight rise at the end of the sentence．）  
（a）よQui昌n vive  enla  
who live，PRES，INDIC，3SGin DEF ART，F，SG  
CaSa  de su  prlmO7  
house，F，SGof your（SG），M／F，SG cousin，M，SG  （S V ADV）  
‘Wholivesin your cousin－s house？  
（b）iQue compr6  Vd．？  
What buy，PAST DEF，3SG2SG  （VOS）  
‘Wllat did you t〉uy？’  
（When the subjectis the honorific pronoun Vd．‘2SG’orl7ds．‘2PL’，  
the verb takes the third person form．）  
〔c）iQu昌 ha  dicho  Vd．al  
what have，PRES，INDIC，3SG say，PAST PTCPL2SG to the  
abogado？   
1awyer，M，芦G  
‘What did you say to thelawyer？’  （DO V SIO）  
（Alis the contracted form of a‘to’and el‘DEF ART，M，SG’．）  
（d）～De d6nde es  Vd．？  
from where be，PRES，INDIC，3SG2SG  
‘where do you come from？’  
（ADV V S）   
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（e）iCon qui昌n habla  Vd．？  
with who，SG speak，PRES，INDIC，3SG2SG  （ADV V S）  
‘Who are you speaking with？’  
（  
（f〕∠Con quien Vd．habla？  （ADV S V）  
‘As aも0ve．’（YT）  
Green（1987：254）states that the VSorderis obligatoryin special  
question5．However，aCCOrdirlg tO Takayanagui，the S can precede the  
Vin this type of questions，e．g．（f）・  
Asin relative cIauses，PrepOSitions of Spanish cannot be stranded，  
in contrastwith those of English． Thus，COmPare（d）to（f）with  
the respective English translations．  
21．Inversion of subject and verbin specialquestioIIS  
Bothin declarative sentences and specialquestions，the subjec may  
either precede or follow the verb． Thatis，thisinversion does not  
take place．  
22．Negative sentemces  
The negative word no‘not’is placed before the verb：  
（a）Isaもelno escribe  la  
Isal⊃elNEG write，PRES，INDIC，3SG DEF ART，F，SG  
Carta．  
1etter，F，SG  
‘Isal⊃eldoe＄n，t write theletter．，  （S NEG V O）  
（b）iNo escribela cartaIsabel？  
‘Doesn’tIsabelwrite theletter？’  （NEG V O S）  
（c）iNo escrit）eIsabella carta？‘As above．’（YT）（NEG V S O）  
When the sentence contains anauxiliary verb anda main verb，nO  
comes before the auxiliary verb－in cor）traSt with English，in which  
notintervenes between the auxiliary verb and the main verb． Thus，  
compare the following examplewithits English translation．  
（d）Vd，nO ha  escrito  
2SG NEGhave，PRES，INDIC，3SG wrjte，PAST PTCPL   
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1a  carta．  
DEFART，F，SGletter，F，SG  （S NEG AUX MAIN O）  
‘Yolユhave nDt Written theletter．   
Apartfromtherestrictiononthe positionofno，negativesentences  
do not seem to have any specialfeat11re regardirLg WOrd order・  
The following feature of Spanish negative sentences should be  
metiorLed．Thatis，SOmenegative word must precedethe verb．The  
negative word employed maybe no‘not’，aSin（a）to（c）・It may  
also be one of other negative words，e．g．11adie‘nobody’，nada‘noth・  
ing’，mngunO‘no，nOt arlV’，nullCa‘never，ui‘nor’，tamOCO ＜neither’，  
ノの勅封‘neveユ■’．Thus：  
（e）Nadie vino，  
nobody come，PAST DEF，3SG ‘Nobody came．’（S／NEG V）  
（f）Nada tengo．  
nothing have，PRES，INDIC，1SG  
‘Ihave nothing．’  （0／NEG V）  
Now，if such aniIlterrOgative wordfollows〔rather than precedes）the  
Verb，the preverbalposition stillhas to be occupied by some negative  
WOrd．In this case，nO‘not’i＄ placedin this preverbalposition  
althotlgh this may seem redundarlt，Say，tOJapanese speakers． Thus，  
COmpare（f）with：  
（g）No tengo nada．  
NEG  （NEG V O／NEG）  
‘Ihave nothiTlg：（Lit．‘Ido not have nothing：）  
（h）No he  visto  a nadie．  
NEGhave，PRES，lNDIC，1SGs。e，ぬsTPTCPLACCn。b。dy  
‘Ihave seen†10body・’（Lit．‘Ihave not seen TIObody，’）  
Thatis，inthese negativesentences，nO‘not’andanothernegativewDrd  
Sandwich the verb． Such negative sentences are reminiscent of ex－  
pressions such asJcα死’f ggf柁0 ∫αf首鼠毎c如瑠（the Ro11ing Stones）and  
Iγg do乃’才 祁βgd 柁0 βdαC〃fわ乃（Pink Floyd），1Vhich are observedin  
Certain varieties of English・A similar．thot噌h notidentical，phenom－  
enonis observedin Polish and Czech，amOrlg Others．   
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23．Conditional（・1aⅥSe and main（・1aⅥSe  
According to theinformation obtainedfrornTakayanagui，thesituation  
SeemStObeasfollows：The conditionalclausegerlerallyprecedesthe  
main clause，e．g．：  
（a）Sl占1  haも1a  en espa五ol，  
if3SG，M，NOM Speak，PRES，INDIC，3SGin Spanish  
le  comprモnderemos，  
3SG，M，ACC understand，FUT，INDIC，1PL  
‘Ifhe speaksin Spanish，We Willunderstand him．’  
To be precise，however，the conditionalclausemayalsofollow the  
main clause．Whenit follows，itis used for emphasis：emPhasis of  
the main clause（i，e．‘We willunderstandhim’in the case of（b））or  
emphasis of the conditionalclause（i．e．on＆Vhe speaksinSpanish’）：  
（b）Le comprenderemos si61habla en espa邑01．  
‘As above．’（YT）  
24．Purpose ela11Se andrnain clause  
According to theinformationobtainedfrom Takayanagui，the situation  
SeemS tOl）e aS follows：A The purpose clause generally follows the  
main clause・（In fact，thisis always thecasein theexamplesavailable  
in the published sourceslistedin2above．）E，g．：  
（a）EI  profesor  habla  
DEF ART，M，SG teacher，M，SG speak，PRES，INDIC，3SG  
despacio para quelos  di cipulos le  
SIowly for that DEF ART，M，PL pupil，M，PL3SG，M，ACC  
COmprendan．  
understand，PRES，SUBJUN，3PL  
‘The teacher speaks slowly so that the pupilswi11understand  
him．’  
Tol⊃e preCise，however，thepurpose clausemay alsoprecedethemain  
clause・Whenit precedes，itis emphasized：  
（b）Para quelos discipulosle comprendan，elprofesor habla des・  
pacio・（YT）   
T8Saku TsuNOI）A  
‘In oYderthat the♪ubi［s understanbdhim，the teacher speaks  
slowly．’  
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